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Abstract
Measuring applications is a challenge and one of the goal of the Squale project is to
propose a sound quality model. Now presenting the results of such analysis is also a
challenge since it is complex to output and present to the user for the following reasons: first a lot of data should be presented and at different audience. Second displaying
information is one aspect another one is navigating the information. Finally it is important not to overwhelm the users with too much visualizations. This workpackage
presents a state of the art in terms of software visualization approaches that are specifically designed to display metrics. In addition it sets up the context for the application
of such visualization to practices.
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Chapter1. Context and Challenges for adapted
Metric Visualizations
1.1

Overview of existing approaches
There is a plethora of program visualizations to support program understanding and
their execution [SDBP98, War00, Spe01]. Bertin [Ber74] defines semantics of map
and visualizations. Healey shows the importance of preattentive properties [Hea92] —
Researchers in psychology and vision have discovered a number of visual properties
that are preattentively processed. They are detected immediately by the visual system:
viewers do not have to focus their attention on a specific region in an image to determine whether elements with the given property are present or absent. An example of
a preattentive task is detecting a filled circle in a group of empty circles. Commonly
used preattentive features include hue, curvature, size, intensity, orientation, length,
motion, and depth of field. However, combining them can destroy their preattentive
ability (in a context of filled squares and empty circles, a filled circle is usually not
detected preattentively).
[FJ98, HVvW05, WL07a] use 3D to show static information. [WL07b] uses 3D to
show software metrics using a city metaphor. [LSP05] uses constrained 3D to display
multiple class properties at the application level. [MFM03] et al. propose an interesting
2D software maps that they generalize in 3D. In their approach one dot represents some
property of a line. This way they can visualize entire system.
Several researchers displayed dynamic information [FM86, DPLVW98, EGK+ 02].
Bertuli et al. used metrics to quantify dynamic execution information [BDL03, DLB04].
Some work focus on object-oriented software and classes [Fyo97, SK98]. For example, ClassBlueprint offers a way to understand how classes are build from method
invocations and attribute accesses and their interaction with their superclasses [LD02].
Schauer et al. present hot-spots on class hierarchy [SK98]. Package fingerprints stress
how classes are co-used in a package or how they use other packages [AAD+ 08]. Package Blueprint displays, in an extremely compact form, how a package is referencing
other classes and how it is used by other classes in a system [DPS+ 07] and this without
edges.
Polymetric views display the conceptual entities that compose software (classes,
attributes, methods, ...) but enrich them with software metrics [LD03]. The shapes of
the entities reflects some of their properties and from this combination extra meaning
emerges. This visualization puts the metrics in context and perspective. In addition, the
same metaphor supports the understanding of the entities evolution [GLD05]. One of
the important problem when dealing with graph (and software is a graph) is how to deal
with edges since they can introduce a lot of noise. Distribution Map is a specialized
software maps to represent how properties spread into a system [].
Presenting data got a lot of attention, for example the following web site http://www.
smashingmagazine.com/2007/08/02/data-visualization-modern-approaches/ presents some
modern approaches. http://www.randelshofer.ch/treeviz/index.html presents some de3
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fault visualizations. To deal with such a profusion of approaches, several assessment
frameworks have been proposed [GHM05, KM07, Kos03, PRW03, PBS93, SDBP98,
TM02, SvG05].
Given the plethora of works on visualization, it is important to be able to describe
the ones that are better-suited to be used in software quality analysis.

1.2

Technological Challenges
The key challenges addressed by this workpackage are the following ones:
• Plethora of information. Squale generates a lot of either new metrics or refined
ones, practices. Therefore, it is difficult to decide which metrics should be displayed and how.
• Put in context and navigation. In addition to just displaying information, it is
important to present it in the right context and to support its navigation.
• Multiple users. Since different kinds of users (lead developer, manager, project
leader) will use the information provided by Squale, the presentation of such
information should be adapted to the user.
• A coherent sets of software maps. There are a plethora of visualizations and for
each one the user will have to learn and feel confident with it, therefore it is not
possible to use a too large set of visualization.

4
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Chapter2. Selection Criteria and Template
Since the amount of works is large, we need to define some criteria that will help us to
drive the selection of work that could be used to support software quality presentation.
In the context of Squale, visualization primary goal is to convey the quality of the
different software artifacts. Here is a list of criteria that visualization should support.
Ease of understanding. A given visualization should require a limited training to be
understandable by end-users. We do not aim for zero training else we would
remove too much interesting possibilities. In addition, the visualization should
be understandable by a wide range of users and not only some researchers on
program visualization.
Flexible, adaptable. Some visualizations are good but too specific and difficult to
adapt to new data. Since Squale is open in term of tools used to gather information and the kind of practices used to qualify software, we should favor
generic visualizations that can be customized at will in the future. In addition
the visualization should be adaptable to different audiences.
Scalability. Lot of visualizations are optimized to scale well with the number of nodes
or edges. Now the scalability we are looking for in Squale is not just a scalability
in terms of millions of nodes displayed on the screen. We are looking at how to
convey in a compact way information about software artifacts of different levels
of abstractions (folders, systems, packages, classes, methods).
Ease of implementation. The goal of Squale is not to focus on specific algorithms
to display information. Therefore the proposed visualization should be either
simple to implement or well supported by available libraries.
Navigability. Since software is apprehended at different levels of abstraction, it is important that the visualization not only conveys the quality of the artifacts but that
it supports user navigation inside the software abstraction space.
Required information. Since the goal of Squale is to act as a meta-plug that builds
up its quality model on top of information provided by available tools, the visualization should be dependent as few as possible on requirements related to the
kind of information extracted from software artifacts. Still it is important that the
information extracted by foreign tools is described in a way that the visualization
engine can do something meaningful with it.
Patent free. Since Squale is an open-source project, the visualization algorithms should
not be patented.

2.1

Visualization Template
To be able to compare the selected visualizations on a common ground, we define
the following description template.
5
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Identification
Name and reference: This section indicates the name of the visualization and its exact
references. Alternate names are also given.
Goal: This section stresses the main goal and the key points of the visualization.
Principle: This section presents the key underlying mechanisms or layout positioning
of the visualization. It may contain a sketch to describe the principle.

Example
This section presents the visualization on a particular case.

Metrics
This section presents the metrics that can be used in the visualization. In particular,
this section should stress whether the visualization is targeting experts or managerial
level.

Analysis
This section puts the visualization in perspective, especially in the light of the criteria exposed before.
Navigation: This section presents how the visualization support the navigation in the
software artifacts space.
Applicability: This section presents the information needed to be able to express and
apply the given visualization. For example, if we need references between classes,
method invocations or any specific information to be extracted from the source code.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: This section discusses if the visualization is
easily reproducible in terms of computational cost. In addition, this criterion also covers whether it is simple to implement the visualization in another environment than the
other presented by the referenced paper.
Variability: This section presents possible variations or adaptation strategies of the
visualization.
Summary Pro/Cons: This section concludes with a pros cons summary.

6
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2.2

An Example: D ISTRIBUTION M AP
2.2.1

Identification

Name and reference: D ISTRIBUTION M AP [DGK06]
Goal: Often, the results of software analyses categorize existing software entities
(packages, classes,...) into new groups or associates them with mutually exclusive
properties, but it is difficult to understand how such new groups or properties relate
to the original code structures (packages or classes). D ISTRIBUTION M AP solves this
problem. It is a generic visualization showing how properties spread over code entities. D ISTRIBUTION M AP stresses the focus, which shows whether a property is
well-encapsulated or cross-cutting, and spread, which shows whether the property is
present in several parts of the system.
Principle: The principle of D ISTRIBUTION M AP is to represent containing entities
(subsystems, folder, packages, classes...), to spatially nest their elements inside them
and to display each element with the color dedicated to its linked property.
part 1

part 2

part 3

part 4

part 5

Figure 2.1: A D ISTRIBUTION M AP showing five packages and four properties: Red,
Blue Green and Yellow.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the D ISTRIBUTION M AP principle with five containing entities, called parts, containing 6, 2, 5, 10 and 14 elements respectively and with four
properties: Red, Blue, Green and Yellow. On the visualization, for each part pn there
is a large rectangle and within that rectangle, for each element si ∈ pn there is a small
square whose color refers to the property qm attributed to that element.
From the visualization we can characterize both the parts with respect to the contained properties, and the properties with respect to their distribution over the parts. In
Figure 2.1, we say that property Blue is well-encapsulated, that Yellow is cross-cutting
and that Green is like an octopus because it has a body (part 1) and tentacles spread
over the system. We also say that part 1 and part 5 are self-contained or exhibit the
7
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same properties which are local to them. Note that parts 1 to 5 can be either classes,
packages, groups of packages. . .
Two layout strategies are used to reinforce the visual impact of distribution. First,
colors (properties) are always grouped and displayed in the same order within each
part, which allows to easily count elements of a given property and compare between
parts. Second, parts are ordered using a dendogram seriation algorithm, which places
similar parts (according to the properties they share) near each other. Thus, properties
spread over different parts still appear in the same area, allowing the user to see all
touched parts at once and making visual patterns of distribution more visible.

2.2.2

Examples

D ISTRIBUTION M AP can be applied to show a large variety of information ranging
from metrics to semantic information or authorship. Here we show two of them.
Figure 2.2 shows the concepts (which are computed out of vocabulary in the source
code) of JEdit and their distribution on the complete system. Red points to classes
identified as core classes for JEdit: it is spread across multiple packages, showing
which are parts of the core and which are not. Green points to UI classes, which appear
in the same packages as core classes. On the contrary, blue classes (scripting) and cyan
classes (regular expressions) are more encapsulated in their own packages.
Figure 2.3 shows the number of commits per class for JBoss using a heat scale
(red for files with more than 50 commits, yellow for more than 20 commits, light blue
for less). The folders plugins, metadata, ejb, and jdbc are the most actively
developed. With respect to their number of files, the folders j2ee and ejbgl appear
more stable.

Figure 2.2: Concepts in JEdit.

8
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Figure 2.3: Number of Commits in JBoss.

2.2.3

Metrics

Metrics: Metrics can be either mapped to color or to dimensions following the polymetric views principle [LD03]. Figure 2.4 shows the use of the two dimensions of a
box to display metrics, complementary to the basic distribution map principles.
Properties should be mutually exclusive if possible or ordered by their importance
9
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so that each element is linked with only one property. Colored metric uses discrete,
easy to distinguish colors to show properties. To retain the distinguishing property of
colors, there should be few of them (a dozen) hence a small set of significant properties
must be chosen.
Color mapping to properties can be chosen randomly, using similar colors to show
relationships between some of the properties, or using symbolic values. For example,
a class can be green to represent that its quality is ok, orange or red when there is a
quality problem.

two different metrics
width metric
height metric

Figure 2.4: Displaying metrics as box size.

2.2.4

Analysis

Applicability: While D ISTRIBUTION M AP is flexible and can be applied without any
change to folder/file, packages/classes, classes/methods and other groups, there is a
strong constraint to get its maximum benefit. The displayed properties should be mutually exclusive on an element; in other terms, an element can only show one property.
Note that using the border of a box to display an additional property usually does not
work since colors get anti-aliased.
Navigation: D ISTRIBUTION M AP supports a good navigability at two levels: First,
the part and container metaphor works at any level of abstraction. A container can be
a folder with files or subfolders, a package with classes and sub-packages or methods
inside a class. So using a single model we can display metrics and quality information. Second it is possible to nest distribution maps within another layer. Therefore a
package may contain other packages which may contain classes and finally methods.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: D ISTRIBUTION M AP algorithmic complexity
is rather low. Two main loops are necessary: one for the part and one for container. To
enhance the pre-attentive visual property of the visualization, parts should be sorted by
properties inside a container.
In addition parts can also be grouped when having similar properties. However, the
overall complexity is still quite low and the visualization can be drawn with a simple
toolkit in a couple of hours. Our experience shows that in 3 hours we could get a first
version.
10
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The structural shape of D ISTRIBUTION M AP fits well the nested structure of software static elements (folders, packages, classes, methods...).
The scalability of D ISTRIBUTION M AP is clear when we see JBoss in a single page.
Since D ISTRIBUTION M AP does not draw edges the noise produced by edge drawing
is absent.
Variability: D ISTRIBUTION M AP is an interesting visualization because it can be
adapted to fit specific intention.
• Part colors. As we show in the metrics section, it is possible to change the
dimensions of the elements to reflect one or two measures. In addition it is
possible to change the color of the part to reflect a value computed based on its
elements. So the part can reinforce the general information or create new one as
shown in Figure 2.5.

Two composites and
their constituents

Figure 2.5: Using part colors to convey summary.

• Fixed element position vs. color effect. The ordering of the elements can
be kept the same using an arbitrary ordering such as a timestamp or filename.
However the color grouping effect will be weaken up.
Analysis Pro/Cons.
Distribution map works intuitively at both the macro-reading level and the microreading level, making it very easy to grasp by technical and non-technical users. Its
layout strategies allows one to easily see distribution patterns at the macro level, while
the simple schema of nested boxes and colors allows one to relate and count elements
and properties within each part.
D ISTRIBUTION M AP offers several good properties when applied to software systems:
• Straightforward mapping between source code and visualization. There is a oneto-one mapping between the structural code and the visual elements it represents.
The reengineer can easily relate the parts and elements in the visualization with
source code structure while investigating.
• Simplicity. The idea is simple and intuitive.
11
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• Good overview and noise reduction. Edges are not shown but replaced by spatial
nesting and it is possible to display large applications as we show with the JBoss
case study.
• Navigation. The navigation while limited to structural nesting is adapted to large
software systems.

12
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Chapter3. A selection of Visualizations
We describe the following visualizations (the list is not exhaustive). Note that our analysis is focusing on software metrics and can be biased from certain other perspectives.
In addition to D ISTRIBUTION M AP presented in the previous chapter we present the
following visualizations:
• T REE M AP
• T REE R ING
• IC ICLE P LOT
• P OLYMETRIC V IEWS
• F ILE D OT
• K IVIAT D IAGRAM
• D OTPLOT AND C ORRELATION M ATRIXES
• E VOLUTION M ATRIX
• V ERSO
Barlow and Neville [BN01] studied four two-dimensional visualizations of hierarchies: organization chart, icicle plot, treemap, and tree ring and their results suggest
that the tree ring or icicle plot is equivalent to an organization tree. Still we present
them as they offer way to display information.

13
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T REE M AP
3.1.1

Identification

Name and reference: T REE M AP [JS91, BDL05] (http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap/)
Goal: The objective of a treemap is to display tree-based information in a compact
form which maximizes use of the screen space.
Principle: Figure 3.1 illustrates the treemap principle. The complete tree is represented
as a rectangle. Each sub-tree is represented as a sub-rectangle in its parent rectangle. At
the first hierarchy level, the complete rectangle is split vertically. Then, sub-rectangles
are split horizontally. Sub-sub-rectangles are split vertically, and so on. Each splitting
is done so that the area covered by a rectangle is proportional to the number of nodes
it contains. Figure 3.1 compares a tree with a tree map and shows that T REE M AP is
more compact.

a

a1

b

a2

c

c1

c11

c2

c12

c11

a1

a1

c12

b

a2

c2

Figure 3.1: (left) A T REE M AP showing four levels of nesting with six leaf nodes.
(right) Comparing a T REE M AP and an organization tree (taken from [BN01]).

Figure 3.2: Comparing a T REE M AP and an organization tree (taken from [BN01]).

14
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3.1.2

Examples

The T REE M AP web site contains a lot of examples. In the context of software visualization, panopticode http://www.panopticode.org/ uses treemaps to stress elements
with quality problems. Figure 3.3 shows methods grouped into classes from the integration framework CruiseControl. In the figure, elementary boxes are methods, composed boxes delimited by white lines are classes. The colors are used to convey four
quality level information (black for extreme value, red for bad quality, green for good,
and yellow for middle). The complete picture displays a package.
NDepend also uses treemap visualization, highlighting entities resulting from queries.
Figure 3.4 shows packages containing classes themselves composed out of methods.

Figure 3.3: T REE M AP showing quality metrics in CruiseControl with methods as
elementary boxes and classes as composed boxes.

Figure 3.4: NDepend example.

15
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Metrics

The box color is the primary attribute to convey some information in T REE M AP.
Since it provides a space efficient overview of all entities in an organized system, we
can get a symbolic idea of a metric values by looking at predominant colors. The size
of the leaves can represent two metrics but this makes the computation of the T REE
M AP layout more complex and can hamper the visualization. However, it is not simple
to determine or to represent the metrics of the enclosing entity.

3.1.4

Analysis

Applicability: Treemaps can be applied to quality assessment result as demonstrated
by panopticode (Figure 3.3).
Navigation: A treemap is a good support for an overview. In addition, since elements
(methods or classes) are contained and grouped in their enclosing entity (classes or
packages), a treemap supports navigation. However, navigating through the hierarchy
of enclosing elements requires skill and knowledge of T REE M AP layout. It is not
straightforward to access the enclosing entity, since space is used by its elements.

Figure 3.5: TreeMap taken from http://www.randelshofer.ch/treeviz/index.html.

Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: Treemap algorithm is simple to implement and
lot of implementations are available.
Variability: The basic layout presented in the previous section is called “slice and
dice”. Regardless of the shape of the parent rectangle, it is sliced vertically or horizontally, depending on the depth of the node. To improve readability, other algorithms
have been proposed to enforce an aspect ratio which is as close as possible to 1. Balzer
et al [BDL05] uses Voronoi shapes instead of rectangles. Using T REE M AP to show
more information than the ones presented in Figures 3.3 or 3.4 seems difficult.
Composite, more complex visualizations such as Verso [LSP05] and CodeCity
[WL07a] have used T REE M AP as a general layout for the system structure and re16
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fined leaf area with custom shapes to show more metrics.
Analysis Pro/Cons. T REE M AP are used for all kinds of domains. They are powerful and group naturally together hierarchical entities. Treemaps have the following
limits: they are compact but show mainly leaves of the structure. Therefore it is not
obvious to get enclosing entity (class/package) information when looking at element
(methods/classes), beside an overview. Figure 3.5 which classifies files (movies, music...) clearly shows that T REE M AP can be really blurry and not efficient to support a
structural navigation. Finally they have the problem that leaves at different depth levels have different size in the representation which arbitrarily gives less “importance” to
deeper leaves.

3.2

T REE R ING
3.2.1

Identification

Name and reference: T REE R ING [AH98]
Goal: The goal is to obtain more compact trees and support a better navigation.
Principle: The tree ring is a space-filling visualization approach. T REE R ING displays
tree topology and nodes size. Node size is proportional to the angle swept by a node as
shown by Figure 3.6. It may contain empty space contrary to T REE M AP.

Figure 3.6: Tree ring principle (taken from [BN01]).

3.2.2

Examples

We can see Sunburst [SCGM00] (http://www.cc.gatech.edu/gvu/ii/sunburst/) and
Sunray visualizations as T REE R ING variations. Figure 3.7 shows two examples.

3.2.3

Metrics

In general two metrics can be displayed: one for the node size and one for their
color, except for the root node where the node size cannot be rendered. T REE R ING
17
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Figure 3.7: (left) Tree ring principle applied in Sunburst — (right) Tree ring principle
applied in Sunburst. (taken from http://www.randelshofer.ch/treeviz/index.html)

can be used in the same fashion T REE M AP is used as shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4
where node colors can convey symbolic information and node size some structural
information.

3.2.4

Analysis

Navigation: T REE R ING can support navigation at system level since packages can be
used as root and classes and methods as tree elements. One problem is that the visualization should offer zooming or interactive facilities to access deep leaves. Therefore
the navigation is not optimal.
Applicability: There is no specific constraint for the applicability of T REE R ING,
besides having a hierarchical structure.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: The algorithm is not complex but requires that
the widget kit supports arc drawing. Several implementations are available.
Variability: While a large variety of data can be visualized with T REE R ING, the
potential of variation in presence of several software metrics is not as open as for other
representations such as P OLYMETRIC V IEWS: A maximum of two metrics can be
displayed. In addition it is not clear that comparing two tree rings showing different
properties is a simple task and supported by the T REE R ING itself.
Summary Pro/Cons: T REE R ING is a valuable visualization. The scalability as well
as navigability may be an issue for large system. Understanding subpart is easier than
in T REE M AP where the leaves are nested inside their parents. The metrics application
may be limited too since only coloring may be adequate.

18
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IC ICLE P LOT
3.3.1

Identification

Name and reference: Icicle plot [KH81, BN01]
Goal: Similarly to T REE R ING, IC ICLE P LOT goal is to offer a compact representation
of trees.
Principle: IC ICLE P LOT principle is depicted by Figure 3.8: a line represents a tree
level. A line is split according to its number of children. Unlike T REE R ING, the icicle
plot may contain empty space. Like the tree ring, IC ICLE P LOT may use node size to
convey extra information.

Figure 3.8: IC ICLE P LOT principle (taken from [BN01]).

3.3.2

Examples

Figure 3.9 shows the same data than Figures 3.5 and 3.7. It is worth mentioning
that IC ICLE P LOT and T REE R ING provide a better understanding of the structural
relationships between elements than T REE M AP. These examples illustrate that T REE
R ING and IC ICLE P LOT are closely related and that having the two visualizations is
not interesting.

3.3.3

Metrics

In general two metrics can be displayed: one using the node size and one using the
node color, except for the root node where one cannot use any size (a low value would
result in a small top node that would produce a very narrow representation). IC ICLE
P LOT can be used in the same fashion T REE M AP is used as shown in Figure 3.3 and
3.4 where node colors can convey symbolic information and node size some structural
information.
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Figure 3.9: (left) IC ICLE P LOT example — (right) ICicle Plot principle applied in
Iceray. (taken from http://www.randelshofer.ch/treeviz/index.html).

3.3.4

Analysis

Navigation: IC ICLE P LOT can support navigation at system level since packages can
be used as root and classes and methods as tree elements. One problem is that the visualization should offer zooming or interactive facilities to access deep leaves. Therefore
the navigation may not be optimal.
Applicability: There is no specific constraint for the applicability of IC ICLE P LOT,
besides having a hierarchical structure.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: The algorithm is not complex. Several implementations are available.
Variability: While a large variety of data can be visualized with IC ICLE P LOT, the
potential of variation in presence of complex software metrics is not as open. Indeed
a maximum of two metrics can be displayed. In addition it is not clear that comparing
two IC ICLE P LOTs showing different properties is a simple task and supported by the
IC ICLE P LOT itself.
Summary Pro/Cons: Similarly to T REE R ING, IC ICLE P LOT is a valuable visualization. Scalability as well as navigability may be an issue for large systems. Understanding subparts should be easier than in T REE M AP where the leaves are nested inside
their parents. The metrics application may be limited too since only coloring may be
adequate.
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3.4

P OLYMETRIC V IEWS
3.4.1

Identification

Name and reference: Polymetric Views [LD03, DDL99, LD03, GLD05]
Goal: The idea promoted by polymetric views is to offer a lightweight software visualization technique where the graphical representation of a software entity (package,
class, method) is enriched with software metrics.
Principle: The visualization uses two-dimensional display to visualize object-oriented
software [DDL99]. The nodes represent software entities or abstractions of them, while
the edges represent relationships between those entities. We enrich this basic visualization by rendering up to five metrics on a single node simultaneously, as shown in
Figure 3.10. Additionally, an edge can render up to two metrics.
Position Metrics (X, Y)
Width Metric

Color Metric

Height
Metric

Entities
Edge Width Metric
and Color Metric

Relationship

Figure 3.10: Polymetric Principle.

Node Size/Edge Width. The width and the height of a node can each render one
metric measurement. The bigger these measurements are, the bigger the node is in one
or both of the dimensions.
Node/Edge Color. The color interval between white and black can be used to
render another metric measurement. The convention is that the higher the metric value
is, the darker the node is. Thus light gray represents a smaller metric measurement than
dark gray.
Node Position. The X and Y coordinates of the position of the node can also reflect
two metrics measurements. This requires the presence of an absolute origin within a
fixed coordinate system. Not all layouts can exploit absolute position metrics, as some
of them constrain the position of the nodes (e.g., a tree layout).
Figure 3.11 shows how inheritance trees are rendered using metrics to provide more
contents. Nodes represent classes, edges inheritance relationship. Node width represents the number of attributes; node height represents the number of locally defined
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methods and node color the number of lines of code.

Figure 3.11: Polymetric view applied to inheritance. Width: NOA (Number of Attributes). Height: NOM (Number of Methods). Color: LOC (Line of Code).

3.4.2

Examples

Polymetric views embed a versatile visualization principle, which may be declined
in a variety of views. We will present here only one example: system complexity. It
is used heavily in the Moose environment to get an overview of a system. Literature
contains other examples such as checkers to provide overview [LD03].
System Complexity View. System Complexity view decorates class hierarchies with
metrics measuring the size of classes (such as number of methods, attributes, and lines
of code).
This view is based on the inheritance hierarchies of a system and gives clues on its
complexity and structure. For very large systems it is advisable to apply this view first
on subsystems, as it takes space.
Signs: (1) Tall, and narrow nodes represent classes with few attributes and many methods. (2) Deep or large hierarchies are definitively subsystems on which the views of
the inheritance assessment cluster help to refine understanding. (3) Large, stand alone
nodes represent classes with many attributes and methods without subclasses. It may
be worth to have a look at the internal structure of the class to learn if the class is well
structured or if it could be decomposed or reorganized. (4) Flat, light nodes with a
width:height ration of 1:2 often represent data storage classes that define several attributes and for each attribute implement two accessor methods. The light color often
denotes that a class has very short methods as is the case for accessors.
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Figure 3.12: System complexity. Width: NOA. Height: NOM. Color: WLOC.

3.4.3

Metrics

P OLYMETRIC V IEWS have been designed to display metrics and in particular metric combination. Here is another example where the displayed metrics are different.
More precisely, we want to understand the relationship between some already identified classes (A to I, in Figure 3.13) and their subclasses. For that purpose we display a
portion of the inheritance tree with metrics NMA (number of methods added to the ones
defined in the superclass), NMO (number of methods overridden in the subclass) and
NME (number of methods extending superclass methods ) to assess the corresponding
ratios overridden.

Figure 3.13: Inheritance qualification: node width = NMA (number of method added),
height = NMO (Number of methods overridden), and color = NME (number of method
extended).
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We can see that classes A, F and G are flat nodes: they define much functionality
(width), but override only little (height) because they are at the root of their respective
hierarchies. For the subclasses two different situations occur: either the subclasses are
flat (B), or they are tall (H, I and the subclasses of F).
This graph shows that the inheritance relationship can somehow be qualified: the
subclasses of A add a lot of methods and override very little, whereas the subclasses of
G tend to override more methods than they add. So we can consider G as a class designed to be partly redefined whereas A can be seen as a complete piece of functionality
to be reused without modification.

3.4.4

Analysis

Legend:

A

C
B

D

E

Nodes:

Class Histories

Node Width:

ENOM of the class history

Node Height:

ENOS of the class history

Node Color:

AGE of the class history;
Cyan for removed history

Edges:

Inheritance Histories

Edge Width:

AGE of the inheritance history

Edge Color:

AGE of the inheritance history;
Cyan for removed history

Figure 3.14: Principle of polymetric usage for history analysis.

Scalability: P OLYMETRIC V IEWS have been successfully applied to analyze large
industrial case studies, therefore showing that there is no real scalability issue.
The fact Squale practices are normalized between 0 and 3 ranges implies that the
polymetric views are not totally adapted to display practices but would help to put in
perspectives the metrics underneath the practices.
Limit: Outliers, with extra large values (such as methods with 6000 lines of code),
may flatten other data and really hamper readability. In such a case, one should either
uses a logarithmic scale or apply a top cut on outliers (that is, reduce all outliers to a
maximum threshold).
Navigation: While the navigation given by polymetric views is good, we believe that
for certain views, using a distribution map is more adapted since it shows the enclosing
and its elements altogether.
Applicability: There are no specific limit to the applicability of polymetric views.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: System complexity is rather low: the system
complexity algorithm is less than 15 lines.
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Variability: The essence of polymetric views is to be adaptable to new metrics and to
be able to display them in context. An interesting variation which goes much beyond
traditional metrics variability is the fact that polymetric views can also be used to show
trends or evolution of a given metric. Figure 3.14 gives an example [GLD05]. A node
represents the history of a class during development: its width shows the evolution
of the number of methods in the class (i.e., the number of methods that have been
added and removed in the class) while its height displays the evolution of number of
statements in the class. The color shows the age of the class (the number of versions
since its creation).
Another example related to evolution is depicted in Figure 3.15. In this figure a part
of JBoss is rendered using the same evolution principle. This testifies the scalability of
our approach.
JBossTestCase

J2EE
ManagedObject
Stats

MetaData

SimpleNode

Figure 3.15: Overview of the evolution of Jboss.

Summary Pro/Cons:
P OLYMETRIC V IEWS are a flexible and powerful visualizations to display software
metrics. They support also the representation of evolution. Combined with D ISTRIBU TION M AP they can provide most of the need for software metric visualization. They
could be applied on packages or system level.
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3.5

F ILE D OT
3.5.1

Identification

Name and reference: F ILE D OT1 [MFM03].
Goal: The objective of a file dot visualization is to give an overview of file contents
based on line elements.
Principle: A file is represented as a rectangular grid made of squares. Each square
represents a line in the file, arranged in sequence. Figure 3.16 shows two files, fileA
and fileB. Square color represents a single property extracted from the line (e.g.
depth of indentation, within a control structure, access record or global variable, . . . ).
In the original publication, a square was not only representing a line but also its
surrounding context: for example, all the lines involved in a if statement would have
the same color even if only the first one contains the actual if statement.

fileA

a line

fileB

Figure 3.16: File Dot Principle: a box represents a line property.

3.5.2

Examples

Figures 3.17 and 3.18 (taken from [MFM03]) illustrate two file dots on the same
set of files. The first shows the nesting level at which a line is. The second one shows
control flow constructs.
1 The name “F ILE D OT ” is proposed by the author of the current document since the original publication
did not define one for such visualization.
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Figure 3.17: Nesting level (taken from [MFM03]).

3.5.3

Metrics

Only metrics applicable to a line of text may be used. A F ILE D OT map represents
a source text file, and a line as a colored box. The indentation may be one simple metric
to compute. Indentation is recognized as a proxy for code complexity [HGH08]. Colors
may also be associated to keywords for structure control.

3.5.4

Analysis

F ILE D OT offers compact representation of a system using its fine grained structural
elements. However, F ILE D OT is limited because it is constrained to the line elements.
It is difficult to identify language elements: methods, classes...
Navigation: One of the most important asset is the natural and direct mapping from the
visual metaphor to the source code and back. This in turn leads to a natural navigation
between the representations. This makes the visual representation easy to learn and
understand, yielding high levels of trust on behalf of the user.
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Figure 3.18: Control Flow Instructions (taken from [MFM03]).

Applicability: F ILE D OT is applicable to any languages. Its compactness supports
large files even if it may lead to problem for large systems.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: The implementation requires simple text processing, for which regular expressions appear to be sufficient in most of the case. Implementation remains trivial to realize, which constitute one strength of the map.
Variability: Different properties, especially symbolic ones, can be mapped and displayed using F ILE D OT: authors, read/write access, access to global variable, . . . . F ILE
D OT has been ported to 3D environment, creating room for a new dimension (Figure
3.19). However, we believe that the 3D version loses the simplicity and readability of
the approach.
Summary Pro/Cons: F ILE D OT offers a good summary of source code, it can be easy
to implement and fast to render. However it is too focused on source code and does not
support well metrics of the language entities.
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Figure 3.19: Filedot 3D extension (taken from [MFM03]).
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3.6

K IVIAT D IAGRAM
3.6.1

Identification

Name and reference: K IVIAT D IAGRAM [Mor74]
Goal: The goal of a kiviat diagram is to display several values at once, describing
different properties of the phenomenon considered.
Principle: A kiviat diagram structures a radial space over several axes. On each axis
the value of a characteristic is plotted. The minimum value is located in the center, the
maximum value at the outer end. The axes are linearly scaled. Values for each plotted
characteristic are then joined by a line. The result creates a surface (See Figure 3.20).
For example, to compare digital cameras, the axes can be the shutter speed, quality of
the lens, weight, zoom quality. In such a case, the camera with the maximum surface
is the best.

Figure 3.20: Kiviat Principle.

3.6.2

Example

Figure 3.21 shows a kiviat diagram showing software metrics of a large system
taken from http://www.soft.com/TestWorks/Products/Screen/kiviat.html. It shows high
and low thresholds for each metric and the system properties values within this context.

3.6.3

Metrics

K IVIAT D IAGRAM can be used to display different metrics as shown by the selected
examples.
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Figure 3.21: Kiviat Example.

3.6.4

Analysis

Kiviat diagrams are often used to compare digital cameras or other devices. Metric
tools also used them to present information focused on an entity.
In the context of software metrics, the interpretation of an axis is not as direct as
with digital camera. For certain metrics, having high value is not a good sign, therefore
the reader should be aware that for example a high coupling is not something valuable.
Therefore the shape of a good entity is not one maximizing the surface.
Navigation: The navigation is not really good since the visualization is focused on a
single entity.
Applicability: Figure 3.22 shows an example taken from the SD metrics toolkit. It
shows several software metrics of four different software entities. The original website does not describe what the diagram is showing, still we can do two observations:
several kiviats are displayed together so this is either the evolution of an entity or several entities displayed at once. In both cases this example could present problems since
one cannot see when a value decreases (imagine a light grey value smaller than the
dark grey one).
The difficulty with kiviat is to get a design which provides meaningful surfaces.
Here are some limits to take into account:
• A kiviat with too few branches or too many branches is difficult to interpret.
• Using different scales on the axes may produce wrong perception of the reality
and offer bad proportions to the intended comparison.
• The axes order generates different surfaces and influences the interpretation.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: The algorithm is simple and an implementation
can be obtained in a couple of hours.
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Figure 3.22: Kiviat (taken from http://www.sdmetrics.com/manual/BrowseEl.html).

Figure 3.23: A not really readable kiviat diagram — Taken from http://it.toolbox.com/
blogs/enterprise-solutions/better-kiviat-diagrams-19868.

Variability: Figure 3.24 and 3.25 show how kiviat diagram can be use to compare
different versions (from two to seven versions [PGFL05]) as well as good and bad
example of using kiviat.
Summary Pro/Cons:
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Figure 3.24: Kiviat diagram with two versions (taken from [PGFL05]).

Figure 3.25: Kiviat diagram with 20 source code and evolution metrics of 7 subsequent
releases of Mozilla’s DOM module. (taken from [PGFL05]).

Kiviat diagrams are well-known and work well to see how multiple properties of a
phenomenon happened together. For software metrics, the idea that the more surface,
the better is the entity, cannot be applied since some metrics are good when they have
small values. Then the scale of the axes may have an impact on the resulting surface.
Finally the correlation between one axis and its siblings may produce undesirable visual
side effects (creating surface while it should not).
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3.7

D OTPLOT AND C ORRELATION M ATRIXES
3.7.1

Identification

Name and reference: Dotplot [Hel95] and correlation matrixes [Hel95, BEW95, GFC04]
are two different concepts that exhibit the same power.
Goal: Often we need to understand how entities are in relations with a certain number
of other entities. The dotplot or correlation matrixes are simple visualizations based
on matrixes that stresses relations between entries. They are extremely simple, very
powerful and versatile. They were used in a lot of context to understand the dynamic
behavior of applications [DPKV94], dependencies between packages [Ste81, SJSJ05],
hidden dependencies between bugs.
Principle: Figure 3.26 illustrates the principle. A dotplot or a correlation matrix share
the same principle: it is a matrix where the entities (classes, packages) are associated
with the rows and columns and where a cell represents a function of both entries.

entities
entities

Figure 3.26: Dotplot Principle: the matching between entities is displayed.

3.7.2

Example

Dotplot was developed more specifically to detect duplicated code [Hel95, DRD99,
Rie05]. A dotplot is a correlation matrix where the entries are canonized lines of code
and where the cell represents a match. Figure 3.27 shows how two files are compared
and how their code is duplicated.
Correlation matrixes are used for example to build tools to show communication
between classes or memory consumption. Figure 3.28 shows such an example taken
from the work of W. De Pauw [DPHKV93].
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Figure 3.27: Dotplot Example: two files compared.

3.7.3

Metrics

From a software point of view, we can use the packages or classes as row entries
and the metrics as column entries and assign a color to the value. However, other
visualizations presented in this document are more efficient for displaying multiple
metrics.
The matrix can still be useful for showing quality marks such as practice marks.
The small and uniform range of marks ([0; 3]) can be mapped to a small set of distinctive colors (black, red, yellow, green) and makes it easy to interpret as an overview.

3.7.4

Analysis

While correlation matrix are powerful to show hidden relationships and are the
basis of Dependency Structural Matrix [Ste81, SJSJ05] or dynamic analysis results,
they focus on showing relationships between entities.
Navigation: Correlation matrix allows one to navigate to the entities displayed as
columns and rows.
Applicability: In the context of software metrics, the applicability of correlation matrix
is low. However, it can be useful to display an overview of quality model.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: building a correlation matrix is trivial.
Variability: While the matrix is used to display all sort of information, it focuses on
stressing entity connection.
Summary Pro/Cons: Correlation matrixes are really powerful. Nevertheless they are
clearly less efficient than other visualizations to display software metrics and to be used
for static map of software systems. They can still be useful for an overview of system
with respect to quality marks.
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Figure 3.28: One example of Correlation Matrix (taken from [DPHKV93]). Here the
interclass calls are stressed.
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E VOLUTION M ATRIX
3.8.1

Identification

Name and reference: E VOLUTION M ATRIX [Lan01]
Goal: the evolution of a software introduces the dimension of software versions in
the visualization. This dimension is important to understand how the software grew
following different stages of development and how it evolved over the course of maintenance, with some subsystems being created, deleted, or refactored while others are
kept untouched. The goal of E VOLUTION M ATRIX is to show such evolution in a
software through a given type of elements (typically class or package).

Figure 3.29: Evolution matrix in action.

Principle: E VOLUTION M ATRIX uses a matrix to display elements of the software
system along the vertical axis and versions of the software system along the horizontal
axis. Each cell represents a version of the element in the target row. For uniformity
purpose, only one type of element (class, package. . . ) should be displayed in a matrix
(Figure 3.29).
Elements are ordered vertically following their order of creation (first elements
appear at the top while last ones appear at the bottom). An empty cell indicates an
element which has not been created yet or which has been deleted (depending on the
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selected version).
P OLYMETRIC V IEWS principles can be used to display additional metrics for each
version of each element.

3.8.2

Example

Figure 3.30: Basic evolution matrix.

3.8.3

Metrics

With evolution matrix we can visualize for example classes and use the metrics
number of methods (NOM) for the width and number of instance variables (NIV) for
the height, although different metrics may be chosen.
An interesting variability is to use evolution metrics instead of normal metrics (see
[GLD05]). Any metric can be transformed in an evolution metric, which computes the
cumulative change of the metric over multiple versions.

3.8.4

Analysis

Navigation: Basic navigation is possible since each row correspond to a software element. However, an evolution matrix cannot display relationships between elements.
Applicability: Evolution Matrix is an excellent tool to categorize evolution of classes.
A class evolve following one or several types. Common types includes pulsar class
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that grows and shrinks repeatedly during its lifetime; supernova is a class that suddenly
exploded in size.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: Evolution Matrix follows P OLYMETRIC V IEWS
principles with simple metrics. It is therefore cheap in terms of computations and necessary resource when rendering. From our experience, the complexity comes from
retrieving historical data on which metrics will be computed on.
Variability: The matrix in itself focuses solely on historical evolution of each entities, however we showed that one can add other metrics using P OLYMETRIC V IEWS
principles.
Summary Pro/Cons: It offers a synthetic and compact view of the evolution of the entities. On the other hand, it relies on structural elements only (e.g., methods, attributes)
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3.9

V ERSO
3.9.1

Identification

Name and reference: V ERSO [LSP05]
Goal: V ERSO is a generic framework for visualizing software organization and metrics. It mixes 2D space and 3D objects to provide efficient large-scale overview of
software.
Principle: V ERSO uses a 3D perspective to allow rendering a full system in a limited
space. The user can then interactively navigate through the visualization to detect
interesting patterns and focus on the concerned subparts. V ERSO uses a 3D box to
represent software entities such as classes. Metrics to be visualized are mapped to
visual attributes of the 3D box (Figure 3.31: height, twist, and color). Such attributes
are chosen so that they can easily be distinguished from any point of view in the 3D
perspective.

Figure 3.31: 3D box representation of an element in V ERSO, showing three measures
(height, twist, color).
V ERSO does not use the full 3D space to represent a system. Instead, it displays
all entities on the same 2D plane to avoid too much occlusion between the boxes. The
system is spatially laid-out in the plane following its structure, such as a hierarchical
organization in package and classes. V ERSO uses region-based spatial layout such as
Treemap and Sunburst [SCGM00] (Figure 3.32).

3.9.2

Example

Figure 3.33 explains the localization of classes in a hierarchical package organization: with Treemap and Sunburst layouts. Figure 3.34 shows a system, using the
Treemap layout where each class is represented by a box while the CBO, LCOM5,
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Figure 3.32: Tree as viewed with Treemap and Sunburst layouts.

and WMC metrics have been respectively mapped to the color, twist, and height visual
attributes. In this last figure, blue boxes have low CBO while red ones have high CBO;
vertical boxes (North-South) have low LCOM5 while horizontal ones (East-West) have
high LCOM5; and small boxes have low WMC while tall boxes have high WMC. Finally, Figure 3.34 gives an example of the Sunburst layout.
The above mapping of metrics against visual attributes allows one to quickly distinguish complex classes in the system: they are red, tall classes (high CBO and WMC)
and more or less twisted. there is a handful of such classes distributed across a few
packages. They all look the same and no outliers with unusual attributes appear, so we
can say that the responsibilities seem shared between classes.

3.9.3

Metrics

Up to three metrics can be mapped on the visual attributes of a box. However,
attributes differ in the way they render a value. Height allows one to compare relative
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Figure 3.33: V ERSO Treemap visualization of classes organized by package.

values but is also able to mirror absolute values. Twist allows one to compare relative
values but can not account for absolute values because of its limited range: it is best
for normalized values. Color takes its value in the hue range between blue and red. It
can either use a linear range (from blue to red) or discrete values. Discrete colors are
best mapped to symbolic values but are limited to five colors for readability.

3.9.4

Analysis

Navigation: Compared to the original Treemap layout, V ERSO only displays the overall structure as regions and uses regular boxes for leaf elements. This makes the navigation simpler at it is easier to distinguish, count, and point to elements. V ERSO relies
heavily on interactive navigation by the user, which must be able to navigate in the
3D space to avoid occlusion and focus on interesting elements. Optional features include interactive features, which can highlight some elements based on metric values
or relationships between elements.
Applicability: The framework is tailored towards a hierarchical organization of a system. It can accept any metrics. Some features such as relationship-based filter require
a meta-model of the system.
Algorithm cost/Implementation cost: A 3D engine with interaction capabilities is
required but only standard shapes and camera moves are necessary. The main cost
comes from the modified Treemap and Sunburst layouts. Such layouts must take into
account box sizes as well as the number of elements. Existing implementations are
efficient although they do not always give an optimal layout.
Variability: The mapping from metrics to visual attributes can be adapted to the task
at hand. Custom layouts can be used to show the evolution of a system with animation
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Figure 3.34: V ERSO Sunburst visualization of classes organized by package.

or side by side versions. Codecity developed by Wettel and Lanza [WL07a, WL08,
WL07c] extend the metaphor of Verso to represent software as cities. Then using this
city metaphor they highlight parts having certain threshold and offer large 3D software
map as shown by Figure 3.35.
Summary Pro/Cons: V ERSO is a versatile framework for software analysis which
have been used for program understanding, detection of anti-patterns, evolution analysis, inheritance analysis. However, it is targeted towards experts in reverse engineering
and its implementation requires a 3D engine with custom layouts, which makes its
learning curve go slower.
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Figure 3.35: CodeCity.
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Chapter4. Conclusion
There is a plethora of software visualizations. To order and classify the visualizations
supporting software metrics and practices understanding, we define a set of criteria and
evaluate them on a set of simple but powerful visualizations. We analyze the scalability, support for understanding navigation, possibility of variation as well as ease of
implementation and possible limits. We selected D ISTRIBUTION M AP, K IVIAT D I AGRAM , T REE M AP, IC ICLE P LOT , T REE R ING , P OLYMETRIC V IEWS, F ILE D OT ,
D OTPLOT AND C ORRELATION M ATRIXES, and V ERSO. The next steps is to provide
some visualizations adapted to the Squale project.
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